
Busy  

Tiger Cubs! 
 

Another busy week in the Tiger Cubs! 

We are really enjoying The Gruffalo story in our Literacy lessons. We have 

become familiar with the story by sequencing events from the book and 

engaging in lots of role play activities around the story. I definitely think we 

have some budding actors/actresses in our class! The children are excited to be 

continuing with this text next week.  

We also borrowed the Gruffalo's Cookbook from the library and decided to try 

out some of the recipes. After discussing how to keep healthy last week, and to 

fit in with Road Safety Week this week, we decided we would walk to the Spar 

to buy the ingredients we needed for our cooking. On the way, we talked about 

how to stay safe around roads and how to cross safely. We discussed the 

different vehicles that passed us and enjoyed spotting different signs of 

Autumn. The children were incredibly sensible in the Spar and all helped to buy 

the ingredients from their groups shopping list. We looked at the different 

price tags in the shop and the lady behind the till kindly talked to us about her 

job.  

The children spotted lots of road works on our walk too. They were very 

intrigued about the different signs left out by the road workers so we  

discussed this further back at school. Some children choose to make their own 

signs. We have made full use of our school grounds and using the bikes and 

scooters to role play road safety. The children clearly listened really well on our 

walk and we were very pleased with their sensible behaviour whilst out of 

school. Well done Tiger Cubs!  

The C word has been mentioned and we have started rehearsals for our Nativity 

this week! This children are incredibly excited, you are in for a treat!  

Have a great weekend! 

Mrs Lamb 

  


